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ABSTRACT
The goal of this thesis is to present evolutionary algorithms, and demonstrate their applicability
in quantum computing. As an introduction to evolutionary algorithms, it is applied to the simple
but still challenging (from a computational viewpoint) Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP).
This example is used to illustrate the effect of various parameters like selection method, and
maximum population size on the accuracy and efficiency of the evolutionary algorithms.
For the sample problem, the 48 continental state capitals of the USA, solutions are evolved
and compared to the known optimal solution. From this investigation tournament selection
was shown to be the most effective selection method, and that a population of 200 individuals
per generation gave the most effective convergence rates.
In the next part of the thesis, evolutionary algorithms are applied to the generation of optimal
quantum circuits for the following cases:
• The identity transformation : Picked for its simplicity as a test of the correct implemen-
tation of the evolutionary algorithm. The results of this investigation showed that the
solver program functions correctly and that evolutionary algorithms can indeed find valid
solutions for this kind of problem.
• The work by Ding et al. [16] on optimal circuits for the two-qubit entanglement gate,
controlled-S gate as well as the three qubit entanglement gate are solved by means of EA
and the results compared. In all cases similar circuits are produced in fewer generations
than the application of Ding et al. [16]. The three qubit quantum Fourier transform gate
was also attempted, but no convergence was attained.
• The quantum teleportation algorithm is also investigated. Firstly the nature of the
transformation that leads to quantum teleportation is considered. Next an effective
circuit is sought using evolutionary algorithms. The best result is one gate longer than
Brassard [11], and seven gates longer than Yabuki [61].
iii
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OPSOMMING
Die doel van hierdie tesis is om evolusioneˆre algoritmes te ondersoek en hulle toepaslikheid
op kwantumkomputasie te demonstreer. As ’n inleiding tot evolusioneˆre algoritmes is die
eenvoudige, maar steeds komputasioneel uitdagende handelsreisigerprobleem ondersoek. Die
invloed van die keuse van ’n seleksie metode, sowel as die invloed van die maksimum aantal
individue in ’n generasie op die akkuraatheid en effektiwiteit van die algoritmes is ondersoek.
As voorbeeld is die 48 kontinentale hoofstede van die state van die VSA gekies. Die oplossings
wat met evolusioneˆre algoritmes verkry is, is met die bekende beste oplossings vergelyk. Die
resultate van hierdie ondersoek was dat toernooi seleksie die mees effektiewe seleksie metode
is, en dat 200 individue per generasie die mees effektiewe konvergensie tempo lewer.
Evolusioneˆre algoritmes word vervolgens toegepas om optimale oplossings vir die volgende
kwantumalgoritmes te genereer:
• Die identiteitstransformasie: Hierdie geval is gekies as ’n eenvoudige toepassing met ’n
bekende oplossing. Die resultaat van hierdie toepassing van die program was dat dit
korrek funksioneer, en vinnig by die korrekte oplossings uitkom.
• Vervolgens is daar ondersoek ingestel na vier van die gevalle wat in Ding et al. [16]
bespreek word. Die spesifieke transformasies waarna gekyk is, is ’n optimale stroombaan
vir twee kwabis verstrengeling, ’n beheerde-S hek, ’n drie kwabis verstrengelings hek,
en ’n drie kwabis kwantum Fourier transform hek. In die eerste drie gevalle stem die
oplossings ooreen met die van Ding et al. [16], en is die konvergensie tempo vinniger.
Daar is geen oplossing vir die kwantum Fourier transform verkry nie.
• Laastens is daar na die kwantumteleportasiealgoritme gekyk. Die eerste stap was om te
kyk na die transformasie wat in hierdie geval benodig word, en daarna is gepoog om ’n
effektiewe stroombaan te evolueer. Die beste resultaat was een hek langer as Brassard
[11], en sewe hekke langer as Yabuki [61].
iv
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CHAPTER 1
Project Introduction
1.1 Objective
The Goals of this thesis are as follows:
• Write an evolutionary algorithmic program to solve general TSP problems.
– Test this program on the known TSP ATT48.
– Investigate the influence of the program parameters on the efficiency and accuracy
of the program.
• Write an evolutionary algorithmic program to solve general quantum circuit model prob-
lems.
– Test this program on the identity transformation.
– Investigate the influence of the program parameters on the efficiency and accuracy
of the program.
– Use the program to verify the work done by Ding et al. [16].
– Investigate quantum teleportation using the program and compare the results with
those reported by Yabuki [61].
1.2 Overview
Evolutionary methods are a subset of optimization methods known as metaheuristics. Other
methods in this set include ant colony optimization, bee colony optimization, cuckoo search,
and many others, as well as various combinations of these methods. As an introduction to this
method I chose to apply it to the travelling salesman problem (TSP). The TSP is a very well
researched problem [2, 6, 40] with known methods (such as integer programming) for solving
it exactly. These methods are however very computationally expensive.
1
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1. Project Introduction 2
Metaheuristics provide less resource intensive methods of finding (local) optimum solutions,
without the guarantee that it is the best possible solution. Metaheuristic methods are search
methods and thus the size of the search space is important and in the TSP case the number
of possible solutions are (n− 1)!, where n is the number of cities that the salesman needs to
visit. This result is derived by application of elementary combinatorics. Even for cases only
consisting of a few cities this is a very hard problem (computationally classified as NP-complete
[2]).
For the purpose of this project a general metaheuristic solver for the TSP problem was developed
in Matlab, and this was tested on the problem known as ATT48, a well known problem involving
the state capital cities of the continental USA with the exception of Juneau. The optimum
solution to this problem is known and was included in the library that was downloaded from
the University of Heidelberg [58]. This example is used to illustrate the impact of some of the
control parameters for the evolutionary method on the convergence rate of the solver for this
problem. These parameters are:
• Population size of a given generation
• Maximum number of generations
• The mutation probability of any reproduction operation
• The probability that crossover reproduction occurs
• The choice of selection method for breeding, if crossover occurs
In the TSP application only the influence of the selection method is considered, investigation
of the other parameters is done at a later stage. Although clear and interesting trends emerge
from these simulations, the investigation was not exhaustive, as this is not the focus of the
project.
The next step in the project was to apply the knowledge gained from the work with the TSP
solver to a Matlab simulator for quantum computer algorithms, specifically in the form of the
quantum circuit model. This means that if you are presented with a unitary transformation,
the solver is required to find the simplest (in terms of number of primitive gates) circuit that
would be equivalent to this transformation.
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To test the solver it was applied to the problem of an identity transformation of which the
unique optimal circuit solution is known. It also provides a good basis for testing the algorithm
parameters mentioned above, to see how they influence the convergence percentage of an
ensemble of runs, as well as the convergence rate of a single run. The influence of island
models was also investigated in the form of a stasis effect for the best individuals in a mature
generation.
After the correct functioning of the software had been established, it was applied to the four
circuits listed below, to which evolutionary algorithms where applied in the article by Ding et al.
[16]:
• A circuit for maximally entangling two qubits
• A controlled S-gate
• A circuit for maximally entangling three qubits
• A quick Fourier transform gate for three qubits
The last part was an investigation into optimizing the circuit for quantum teleportation. For
comparison the work by Yabuki [61] is used.
1.3 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 starts with a discussion on metaheuristics in general and evolutionary algorithms
specifically, and a brief background on their historic applications, as well as a brief description
of their strengths and weaknesses. This is followed by a short history of the development of
the quantum computer, and a summary of the major developments in the field.
Chapter 3 deals with the general method of applying evolutionary algorithms to a problem, and
specifically in this case, that of the travelling salesman. For the purpose of this investigation
only a single TSP problem with a known optimal solution is considered. This allows the
investigation of the impact of changing the runtime parameters of the evolutionary algorithms,
on the convergence percentage and convergence speed of the method.
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The application of evolutionary algorithms to the challenges of quantum computer programming
is discussed in Chapter 4. The first step to applying evolutionary algorithms is to cast the
problem in a form that is compatible with such an approach. For this reason a discussion of
the quantum circuit model is presented as well as the choice of representative genes, which in
this case are the gates in the primitive gate set. With those steps in place the chapter moves
on to the development of a software solver for the problem.
Testing of correctness and efficiency of the quantum gate solver is undertaken in Chapter 5.
The influence of the solver parameters like the population of each generation, the maximum
number of generations for the simulation, the mutation rate, etc. are investigated to find the
influence they have on both the convergence probability as well as the convergence rate. The
quantum gate solver is far more resource intensive and thus finding optimal settings is of more
importance than in the case of the TSP solver.
From the paper by Ding et al. [16] we know that four gates for the quantum circuit model
are commonly required in quantum computing namely, the two-qubit entanglement gate, the
three qubit entanglement gate, the controlled S-gate and the quick Fourier transform gate
for a three qubit system. As the equivalent transformations for these gates are known the
optimization of these circuits, which are carried out in Chapter 6, is simply an application of
the solver program.
Unlike the previous application of the solver, the required transformation for the quantum
teleportation algorithm needs to be found, and this is done together with the application of
the software solver on this transformation. The reasoning behind the form of the quantum
teleportation transformation and its concurrent optimization is discussed in Chapter 7.
Chapter 8 gives a summary of the results of the investigations in this project as well as a
discussion on some to the questions that arose during the process, but which falls outside the
scope of this project.
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CHAPTER 2
Foundations
2.1 Evolutionary algorithms
2.1.1 General metaheuristics
Evolutionary algorithms are a part of a more general set of optimization methods known as
metaheuristics, which in turn is a subset of stochastic optimization [37]. Most metaheuristics
have the structure shown, in Algorithm 1, in common. Metaheuristics are used when there is no
clear analytical way of finding the solution to a problem, or when brute force or the analytical
methods are computationally too expensive.
Algorithm 1: General metaheuristics
Input: An initial set of solutions S0 = {x0} chosen randomly or deterministically from the
search space S.
Output: A set of approximations of a global optimum solution.
1: Set k = 0 and calculate the objective function value f(xk)∀xk ∈ Sk .
2: repeat
3: Generate a new set Sk+1 of candidate solutions xˆk+1 from the search space using a
refinement of the solutions in Sk according to some optimization rules.
4: if f(xˆk+1) > f(xk) then
5: xk+1 = xˆk+1
6: else
7: xk+1 = xk
8: end if
9: k = k + 1
10: until Stopping criterion is reached.
For a more intuitive picture of heuristics, think about Newton’s method for finding the optimal
value of a function. It starts with a random guess and then uses the derivative of the function
to find a better solution, which then becomes the input guess for the next iteration. In
Newton’s method the derivative indicates the best direction to move to find a better solution.
Metaheuristics aren’t limited to functions with well defined derivatives though, as the indication
of the best direction to move for a better solution is step can always be approximated by the
5
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difference between the fitness function at the old and new points in solution space.
In fact metaheuristics are like the A-team of optimization, often criticized for not having a
solid analytical foundation, and thus they aren’t guaranteed to find the optimal solution, or
even get close. Further they don’t have a rigid method of application, more a list of guidelines.
But when you are in a tight spot and nothing else can help you, metaheuristics are often your
only option.
2.1.2 Types of metaheuristics
There are many different applications of, and variations on, metaheuristic methods, and to
discuss all of them is beyond the scope of this work. However, a short introduction is supplied
for a few of the most important and widely used ones. It is noteworthy that many of the
mechanisms that differentiate between methods have the same aim, namely to achieve faster
convergence to a good solution and escaping local optima.
Random search The random search algorithm is the simplest application of metaheuristics.
It corresponds to an implementation of Algorithm 1, where the second step is just another
random selection of a test solution. The old and new solutions are then compared and the best
is kept. This method is guaranteed to find the optimal solution if it is allowed to run for an
infinite time, but it has nothing directing its progress and is therefore very slow to converge.
If the system contains no inherent structure in the fitness landscape, and you have no informa-
tion about the structure of a good solution, other than how to calculate its fitness, this method
will still provide results. By limiting the likelihood of choosing new solutions far away from
current ones the convergence speed may be improved. If this is strongly limited the algorithm
is known as a local search.
Limiting the range of the random changes may lead to the search getting stuck in a local
optima. A solution to this problem is simulated annealing.
Simulated annealing By combining the solution space coverage of a random search with
the convergence ability of a local search, simulated annealing tries to get the best of both
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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methods, without their individual drawbacks. To facilitate this, the if statement in line 3 of
Algorithm 1 is modified to what is shown in Algorithm 2:
Algorithm 2: Modified IF statement for simulated annealing.
if f(xˆk+1) > f(xk) then
xk+1 = xˆk+1
else if with probability 1− e−( f(xˆk+1)−f(xk)t ) then
xk+1 = xˆk+1
else
xk+1 = xk
end if
The idea is that if the new solution isn’t better than the current one, there is still a probability
of going in the wrong direction, an action that could move the search off a local optimum.
The addition of the temperature parameter (t), which is set to a high temperature at the start,
means that this reversal is more likely to happen in the beginning of the search, giving the
search the appearance of a random walk. As the search progresses the parameter t is decreased,
and in doing so the probability of guide reversal is also decreased. The number of iterations
through which t goes before decreasing is called the algorithm’s cooling schedule [37]. Another
variation for this process would be to play around with non-linear ways of decreasing t.
For more on the development of this method see Kirkpatrick et al. [30], where the reason why
the probability function resembles the Boltzmann distribution, becomes clearer. This paper
also discusses an application of simulated annealing to physical chip design, which has, as
an integral part, the problem of the shortest circuit paths connecting all the elements. This
is similar to the travelling salesman problem that is discussed in Chapter 3. Another way of
forcing the search away from local optima, would be to keep track of where you have already
been. This is discussed in the next method.
Tabu list This algorithm was proposed in Glover [23], within the context of what type of
algorithms executed on a machine could be viewed as intelligent. The author of this paper
was also the first to use the term metaheuristics, according to Luke [37]. The idea is a simple
one, keep a first in last out list of the last n good solutions and stop your search from going
back to solutions on the list. This forces the search to spread out into previously uncharted
directions, and so explore more of the solution space. This method has also been combined
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with other methods, in for example Glover et al. [24] where tabu lists are combined with
evolutionary algorithms. One such way is to incorporate the tabu list into the fitness function
of the evolutionary algorithm as a penalty tax, decreasing the fitness of such a individual and
making it less likely to compete.
GRASP The GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures) algorithm differs
from the previous algorithms in that it repeatedly picks a starting solution and then optimizes
it with a local search. The initial solution can be a random solution selected from the solution
space, or more likely it is a solution created using inherent knowledge of the system as to what
would be a good solution. For example, in a TSP application a good initial guess would be a
path that doesn’t cross itself. In itself this isn’t enough to guarantee a optimal solution, but
we know that the optimal solution has this characteristic.
The best solution over different attempts is kept. As each initial random guess is independent
of the previous search, it prevents the algorithm from getting stuck in a local optima. This
algorithm is easily extendable on a system with parallel processing capability, where many
instances of the same algorithm can be run concurrently and only the best solution out of such
an ensemble is kept. For further elaboration on this method and tweaks and variations see
Festa and Resende [19].
Ant Colony Optimization According to Luke [37], ant colony optimization (ACO) was
introduced in a Ph.D thesis by Dorigo [18]. There is a lot of literature from Marco Dorigo and
Thomas Stu¨tzle, on ACO and various applications of this algorithm. These include application
to the TSP in Stutzle and Dorigo [56], which is of interest in this thesis. Ant colony optimization
represents a departure from the methods discussed so far.
This is the first system where the building blocks across different solutions are competing with
each other on a basis that isn’t just the best fitness across the whole ensemble. As with GRASP
the first part is a creation of a valid solution using prior information about the problem. In the
TSP problem this would be creating a circuit by starting at a specific city and then randomly
going from that city to the next, based on a probability that depends on a pheromone strength
as an indicator of how good the transition is, and so forth until all cities have been visited only
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once. Once such a tour has been formed, the transition from one city to another in this tour
is incremented with a value (pheromone strength) that is based on the overall fitness of this
tour. So transitions used in good tours become more likely to be chosen again and ones that
haven’t been in use have their probabilities stagnate.
After each round of creating solutions the pheromone strength of each transition is decreased
by a set amount. This action is an attempt to counter takeover of early good performers. After
this step you could add an additional local search step where the best solutions are refined.
Initially this method was only utilized for discrete solution spaces, but has been extended to
continuous solution spaces as well [35, 53].
Guided local search Guided local search algorithm uses the pheromone idea in reverse, it
marks the components of local optima solutions, and actively discourages these choices during
the solution construction part of the algorithm, and thereby favors exploration of the search
space.
2.1.3 Evolutionary algorithms.
My interest in this field originated with Thompson [57], where he describes the evolution of a
frequency discriminator that is both simpler and uses effects that would never have been used
had the circuit been designed by regular engineering principles. The ability of this search to
find the - outside the box - solutions fascinates me.
The inspiration for this algorithm comes from nature. Evolution is the change in the char-
acteristics of a population transferred from one generation to the next [22]. It is driven by
natural selection of these characteristics that are encoded in genetic material that gets passed
from parents to children. In nature this process has been shown to produce individuals that
are adapted to their environments. By replicating this process in an optimization setup we
could take advantage of this adaptive quality. At its root it is a random search that is given
direction by letting individuals compete for survival and reproductive dominance, while keeping
a memory of the process in the form of the surviving individual’s genetic code.
Evolutionary algorithms also depart from the pattern of the algorithms we have considered
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thus far. Instead of looking at one solution at a time and from that attempting to improve the
solution, evolutionary algorithms work with an ensemble of solutions (called a generation) taken
from the entire solution space. Solution are thus not just competing with historical versions
of a solution, but are competing with other solutions at the same time. This strengthens the
exploration of the search space. A representation of a general EA is provided in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Algorithmic representation of evolutionary algorithms
Input: The control parameters, including the population size, maximum number of
generations, mutation rates, selection methods for parent selection, elitism percentage.
Output: An approximation of a global optimum solution.
1: Set generational number (G) to zero.
2: Create an initial population of solutions selected randomly from the search space. (P0)
3: Evaluate the fitness of each individual f(pi) in the population.
4: repeat
5: Increment G
6: Generate a new population PG from PG−1 according to the recombination rules of the
input parameters.
7: until Stopping criterion is reached. This could be a optimal generation, or when a
solution of sufficient fitness has been evolved.
8: Return best evolved solution.
The concepts and parameter names might initially sound foreign to the ear of a mathematician,
but when you view this as a biological analogy of the problem, the organic nomenclature
becomes almost self explanatory. Each solution becomes an individual organism, and in a
single generation all the solutions together represent the population for that generation. To
get to the heart of the method, the gene manipulation, one has to first make the connection
between the solution of the problem and the genetic representation of such a solution. Such
a representation isn’t unique and every application of evolutionary algorithms have, as a first
step, to find a sensible way of making this conversion.
If the solution is in the form of a vector of a fixed length, then the value of each coefficient
could be linked to a gene. If the solution is in the form of a circuit, then the circuit could
be subdivided and each part modeled as an individual gene. Even when looking at the same
problem this representation may differ, for example the ways in which Ding et al. [16] and
Yabuki [61] encode their circuits for evolution.
In this thesis evolutionary algorithms will be applied to the TSP problem as well as to the
problem of evolving quantum circuits, and in each case the method of encoding is guided by
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both the requirements of the problems as well as the structure of the tools for modeling the
solutions. In this case the solutions are modeled in Matlab and as such, using vectors and
matrices is preferred, as Matlab deals efficiently with these structures.
Once this genetic representation has been fixed, we are left to find ways of reproduction,
which are again direct analogies with the reproduction that takes place in nature. Non-sexual
reproduction would involve simply copying a solution from one generation to the next, with
a chance of mutation during the process. (This corresponds to a local search) Then there is
sexual reproduction which is the creation of offspring using gene from multiple parents. This
is very effective at exploring the solution space, without losing all the information that made
the parents good solutions.
Other methods for countering takeover and false convergence to local optima, are available
and often based on techniques taken from nature. These include Island models [1], where
populations develop separately for a time before competing in the bigger population.
A new development that is showing some promise is the idea of encoding gene positions as
quantum states. Each possible gene is seen as a state, and the value of the gene position
is a superpositions of all these possible expressions of these genes. Thus each gene position
will be an n-tuple where n is the number of possible gene values for that gene position. This
n-tuple will consist of the coefficients of each possible state, and will represents the probability
amplitude of finding a specific gene expressed. A rather comprehensive account of all the
different implementations of this approach is given in Zhang [62].
2.2 Quantum computers
2.2.1 Historical background
Inspired by the work of Ed Fredkin, the idea of a quantum computer was introduced in a
keynote speech presented by Richard Feynman [20]. David Deutsch [13] formalized the ideas,
and it has since then grown into a fertile research field. The central idea is to encode the
information in a register that contains qubits (a two state quantum system). The states of
this register is then allowed to evolve under a controlled transformation that will act as the
computational core. Finally, it is required to retrieve the processed data through measurement
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of the final register. In a noiseless system the computation simply amounts to a unit vector
in the Hilbert space H⊗n (n is the number of qubits and H = span{|0〉 , |1〉}), transforming
via a unitary transformation to another unit vector in the same space, thus just complex linear
algebra.
In his talk Feynman [20] explained the difficulty of simulating a quantum mechanical system
with a classical computer. The problem that he highlighted is that when working with the
classical world view, computers can simulate physics to arbitrary accuracy, within certain limits
of course. The amount of memory the computer needs scales linearly with the number of
particles that we are working with. This is a hard problem for computers as most real systems
have a large number of particles, but it is not impossible, given enough computing resources.
The situation changes dramatically when you try and do things on a quantum level though.
The memory requirement of a n-particle quantum system grows exponentially with n. Even
with large resources this quickly becomes intractable. But instead of giving up at this point,
Feynman goes further to ask: ”If a classical computer is no good for this task, can we then
use a quantum system, to assist in solving problems of a quantum nature?”. He then gives
reasons why he thinks this is possible.
These are the ideas that David Deutsch [13] further extended into what we today see as the
quantum computer. He also came up with the first application of quantum computing that
showed that it had advantages over the classical computing model, even for problems that
where not strictly quantum mechanical in nature. Enter the era of quantum algorithms.
2.2.2 Quantum algorithms
In his paper [13], Deutsch shows that if you have an algorithm that calculates the value of an
input parameter x, encoded in qubits in the input register, to give f(x) encoded in the output
register. Then by preparing the input register as an equal superposition of all possible values
of x, and operating the same algorithm, the output is an equal superposition of all the possible
values of f(x). This is a remarkable result as it enables massive parallel processing on a single
processor. Practically however it is not so valuable as you can only recover one of these values,
selected at random, by measurement at any given time. It did however show that quantum
computers had potential.
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This opens the way for further progress in the form of the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [14], a
black box interrogation algorithm that is much more efficient that any classical method. This
idea was further expanded by Berthiaume and Brassard [8]. In 1992 a paper on quantum
teleportation was published Bennett et al. [7], highlighting another ability that was unique to
quantum computing.
The next high profile advance was that of Shor [51], famous for scaring everyone using public
key encryption protocols on the internet. Shor found an algorithm that could factorize large
numbers into prime factors, in polynomial time, and hereby circumventing the primary obstacle
to cracking RSA-encryption. Two years later Grover [25] published a quantum algorithm for
searching through an unordered database with n entries to find a specific entry in order
√
n
passes (with high probability). This is much faster then any classical algorithm.
These are by no means a comprehensive list of quantum algorithms, but it covers the ones that
are encountered in the literature most often. All the algorithms for quantum computers would
be of no value if there wasn’t any quantum computers to execute them on. The next section
deals with some of the attempts at creating working quantum computers.
2.2.3 Quantum computers
Creating a quantum computer is a most challenging endeavor. For a system to act as a
quantum computer, the first requirement is that the register be isolated from the environment.
Only the unitary operation of the algorithm should be able to transform the register. This is
known as decoherence of the register states, and in practice this is a very hard problem to
solve. Currently the only alternative to isolation is quantum error correction first discussed by
Shor [52] and Steane [55] independently.
The first step to a physical quantum computer was the work done by Monroe et al. [41]. In
this paper he showed how to apply the 2 qubit conditional not (CNOT) gate to a quantum
register comprised of two trapped supercooled atoms. The significance of this is that the
CNOT gate together with a single qubit phase gate form a universal gate set, and could be
used to approximate any unitary transformation arbitrarily well. This is a necessary step for
building a working quantum computer.
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In DiVincenzo [17], the properties that a system need to have to be a good candidate for a
quantum computer are given. These are:
• A scalable physical system with well characterized qubits: The states represented by n
qubits in this space should allow access to all the states in the space H1⊗H2⊗ .....Hn.
• The ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a simple fiducial state, such as |000〉. If
you can’t control the input to your computer then there can’t be any sensible computation
done.
• Long relevant decoherence times, much longer than the gate operation time. If this was
not the case, you would not be able to trust the computed values.
• A universal set of quantum gates. This is the heart of the quantum processor. If you
don’t have a universal gate set, there will always be operations that can’t be executed,
or approximated arbitrarily closely.
• A qubit-specific measurement capability. To recover the computed results you need to
be able to measure the state of the output register, but more than that, some algorithms
like teleportation, require measurement of individual qubits independently.
• The ability to interconvert stationary and flying qubits.
• The ability to faithfully transmit flying qubits between specified locations.
The last two requirement aren’t needed for an isolated quantum computer, but information
transfer is a critical part of information science, and therefore essential if quantum computers
are going to find a place in common information technology.
Finding systems that satisfy these criteria has been the focus of much research. In Ladd et al.
[33] an overview of relevant systems is provided, as discussed below.
Photons The first encoding system discussed it that of photon polarization. This type of
encoding is very decoherence resistant with lifespans of the order of 0.1s. Creating single
qubit gates for this kind of encoding is easily accomplished using wave plates. A two-qubit
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interaction gate that is necessary for universal computing is more difficult though. The current
best method for working with polarization encoded qubit is the Knill-Laflamme-Milburn [32]
framework. In Politi et al. [48] it is shown how the number 15 can be factored by Shor’s
algorithm using this framework.
Trapped atoms Trapped atoms and ions have the longest decoherence stability of any of
the methods discussed here. Lifetimes of more than 10s have been achieved [34]. Scaling with
this encoding is currently the most challenging part of practical implementation.
According to Ladd et al. [33] an implementation of up to eight trapped ions were realized in
Blatt and Wineland [9]. It becomes increasingly difficult to effectively cool more and more ions,
but a solution was suggested by in Olmschenk et al. [46]. Using photon interaction the distance
between trapped ions could be greatly increased and thus the cooling problem is reduced.
Another method, that of using coherent states in Bose-Einstein condensates to represent qubits,
was suggested by Morsch and Oberthaler [42].
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance The initial advantage of NMR technology was that it had
been around for half a century, so the operational controls, as well as the theory behind its
operation was very well understood. This was then a very good vehicle for experimentation
in quantum computing. Initial experiments were done using the spin of atoms in liquid to
represent the qubits, and with decoherence lifetimes of more that a second, this initially looked
promising. On the scaling side, the method also showed promise, with 12 qubit systems
operationally shown by Negrevergne et al. [43], and Vandersypen et al. [59] using another
12-qubit computer to factor 15 using Shor’s algorithm.
NMR has a problem with qubit initialization and the current best implementation does not scale
well, in liquid NMR, but there are applications of solid state NMR that show more promise
[39].
Quantum dots and dopants in solids What quantum dots, dopants and certain impurities
in solids have in common is that they create a single electron semi-conductor state that can
either be occupied or not, or be in a superposition of the two states. This allows for the encoding
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of information in the electron occupancy of such structures. Currently the implementation of
this method that shows the most promise uses Nitrogen sites in diamond [4].
Having to depend on these impurities occurring naturally is fine for a laboratory and proof of
concept system, but for mainstream applications, control over the positioning is very important.
To this end Schneider et al. [49] has made valuable progress.
Superconductors Superconductors open up another realm for quantum computing. Super-
conducting micro circuits in the µm range, allow the manipulation of charges and currents on
scales that allow for the encoding of qubits using these quantities. These circuits can be made
small enough and close enough to couple inductively and capacitively, thus allowing quantum
gates [45]. An application of various algorithms using two qubits encoded with superconducting
circuits were done by DiCarlo et al. [15].
The Canadian company D-wave claims to have found a way to construct a 128-qubit adiabatic
quantum computer that is made to run a quantum annealing algorithm [21] to solve multi-
dimensional optimization problems. Whether this process works isn’t a matter of consensus
yet, but this potential amalgamation of quantum computing and heuristic algorithms, seems
like a good closing remark for this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
TSP as an application of Evolutionary algorithms
3.1 The travelling salesman problem
In order to apply and test the capabilities of evolutionary algorithms, a problem was needed to
apply it to. The ideal problem would be one that was already well investigated with a proven
solution, for comparison purposes. It would also be advantageous if the formation of solution
lent itself to a genetic description.
The Travelling salesman problem (TSP) was chosen and may be stated as follows: Given a set
of n destinations with fixed travel cost between each; find the cheapest tour from the home
city, that visits each city exactly once, and then returns to the starting city [2]. For more on
the history of this problem, and other related combinatorial problems, see Schrijver [50]. In
this paper the roots of this problem is traced back as far as 1838, but the first mathematical
treatment seems to be K. Menger in his investigation in 1930 into the messenger’s problem.
As an interesting aside, in the introduction to this paper Schrijver mentions how these kinds
of pathfinding problems are prevalent even in nature and how various animals, including ants
have found ways of finding solutions for it. Many of the current heuristic methods for finding
solutions to these types of problems were inspired by natural phenomena, with ant colony
algorithms proving especially useful.
This is not the only application to this type of problem. Apart from the various transport
optimization related applications, there are applications in the fields of warehouse control,
stacking crane priorities, forklift tasking, as well as in production processes, where the drill,
solder or welding sequence for robotic arms need to be optimized. As a tool for investigating
these, a compilation of various TSP type problems, with their best solution, if available, have
been compiled into a single resource called TSPLib. The version that will be used in this
investigation comes from the University of Heidelberg [58].
The simplicity of the problem statement belies the complexity of finding an optimal solution. A
17
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systematic way for finding solutions only became available with the advent of linear program-
ming in the late 1930s. For an n city system there are (n−1) ways of getting from the starting
city to the second, (n− 2) ways to the third, etc. Thus there are (n− 1)! possible solutions.
Even for small values of n this makes a brute force approach ineffective (O(n!)). Even methods
like linear programming, specifically integer programming, are very resource intensive (O(2n))
[28]. However, there exists heuristic methods like ant colony simulation [56] and evolutionary
algorithms [10] that can find very good solutions at a fraction of the computational cost of
linear programming methods.
TSP is thus well suited as a test application of the proposed evolutionary approach.
3.2 Evolutionary methods and example application to the TSP
Two important considerations when working with these type of algorithms are the efficiency,
which is defined in terms of the convergence rate or half search time, and the accuracy, which
describes how close to the optimal solution is to the best evolved tour.
To asses the solver program’s performance, it was used to find the shortest route for a salesman
visiting all the continental state capitals of the USA as shown in Figure 11. This problem
is designated as ATT48 in the TSPLib, which contains the verified best solution for this
problem, and as such provides a benchmark for the solutions that the program generates. A
representation of the optimal solution is shown in Figure 2.
ATT48 is both complex enough to test the effectiveness of the code, but simple enough that
the program can be run with the computational power available.
A single tour (or individual) is represented by a list of labels describing the order in which each
of the cities are visited. The starting city is labeled as 1, so the list will start and end with 1 and
contain a permutation of the numbers 2 to 48 in between those eg.
−→
t = {1, 45, 44, 8, 21, 22,
7, 30, 13, 27, 31, 25, 15, 23, 4, 39, 11, 29, 34, 42, 33, 9, 16, 46, 20, 37, 43, 36, 12, 32, 6, 5,
17, 2, 14, 41, 3, 40, 47, 26, 35, 24, 18, 38, 28, 48, 19, 10, 1}. The vector −→t describes a tour
that starts at city 1 and goes to city 45, then 44 etc. The initial generation contains a thousand
of these individuals, chosen randomly. The tour length in kilometers, of each individual can
1Large figures, graphs, and tables are published in the appendix
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be calculated as the sum of the distances between consecutive cities for the whole tour. The
intercity distances are read from a table, which in this case, is symmetric. Other measures
of fitness, even asymmetric ones, like the cost of air tickets, or the time taken when flight
schedules are incorporated, could easily be incorporated into this model as a different table.
This would not cost any processing time beyond that needed to create the initial table.
The program is run for five thousand generations, where each consecutive generation is con-
structed from the individuals in the previous, with higher priority given to the better solutions
in the generation. The tour finding program code and the definition of the parameters files
are available by email from MarkusKruger@yahoo.co.uk. These parameters control the various
ways of creating the new generation from the current one. The fine tuning of these parameters
for solving ATT48 is not the focus of this investigation, but they are discussed briefly, along
with their effects on the efficiency and the accuracy of the program, in the next subsections.
3.2.1 Diversity
One of the challenges when using evolutionary algorithms is that of pre-optimal stagnation.
Selection pressure tends to lower the diversity from one generation to the next, because the
offspring of successful individuals are more likely to be successful than any randomly selected
individual. This domination of initial strong individuals is known as a takeover. If this is not
countered the population may eventually consist of individuals in close proximity to a set of
local optima, a phenomenon known as crowding. As the next generation will then consist of
the offspring of this closely related group of individuals, not many new solutions are introduced
into the next generations, and thus the solution base stagnates. If, for example, a generation
already contains the best possible individual, the algorithm has no choice but to stagnate
around this solution, and here stagnation is not a problem, as no new generation needs to
be generated. If the same happens around a local optimum solution, however, the algorithm
might never be able to get out of this fitness well (a neighborhood of the local optimum).
Each individual may be considered as a memory of what is a good or bad pathway, depending
on its fitness. If all the good individuals are the same or closely related, then our knowledge
of what a good solution is, is not well developed. However, if there are many good solutions
that are distinctly different, then a lot of information about good solutions is available.
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The solution to this stagnation problem is thus one of diversification of the solution base in
each generation. Diversity is a measure of how well the population of a specific generation is
distributed throughout the whole solution space. Initially, if a reasonable metric can be defined
on the solution space, diversity can be improved by selecting the initial population so that all
individuals are at least a given distance from all the others. A similar result could be attained
by putting a net, with a number of holes equal to the population size, over the solution space,
and then selecting one individual from each of the holes.
Increasing diversity in later generations is controlled by moving around in the algorithm’s
parameter space. Much of the time spent on finding a solution is taken up in finding parameters
that maximize diversity, and stave off pre-optimal stagnation. The next sections will discuss
ways of achieving this goal.
3.2.2 Reproduction
Reproduction is the process of creating individuals in the next generation from the ones in the
current generation. Firstly, it needs to attempt to retain as much of the memory of what a
good solution is, and at the same time add to this knowledge in the next generation. It is
a balancing act between transferring the characteristics of an individual that makes it a fit
candidate, but to change it in a way that makes it distinct from its parent(s). There are many
ways of attempting to get this balance right.
3.2.2.1 Elitism and incremental replacement
The first form of reproduction, Elitism totally ignores the idea of diversification, and is only
concerned with preserving information about the best solution. This is done with the transfer
of fittest individuals (the elite) from one generation to the next. This would mean that the
current best solution will never be lost, but at the cost of hastening the takeover by these
individuals.
Figure 3 shows that selecting these elites from the random population, and carrying it to the
next generation (again containing only the Elites and a new set of random individuals) already
causes some selection pressure (Elitism (1%), Mutation (0%), Random (99%)). This results in
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a solution with a fitness that is 199% of the best known fitness and therefore not really usable.
The previous search is a random search with a genetic way of representing the individuals.
This is intentional to show that the engine that drives evolutionary algorithms is only a random
search that is given direction by the feedback it gets from the fitness evaluation.
To counter takeover, one could limit the number of generations an individual could be active
in the population. This has the potential of relieving crowding, and stem the normal decrease
in diversity. Often used options of this kind is to either kill off older individuals, or if the
population needs more selective pressure it is advisable to kill off the worst individuals.
Another strategy is to implement an extinction level event (ELE). In such an event, a very large
portion of the population is removed and replaced by random new individuals. This event is a
reset of the state of development of the population, and normally leads to improved selection
pressure. One adjusted implementation is that of putting the best individuals in stasis for the
time it took to reach a stagnating state, and then wipe the entire population. After running for
a time close to the time it took to stagnate, these stasis bound individuals will be reintroduced
into the population. The development of such an implementation would mirror concurrent
development of non-interacting, or weakly interacting, populations. This is known as an island
model [1].
Another, less radical, way in which diversity may be increased is by altering the individual from
one generation to the next. This is a process known as mutation.
3.2.2.2 Mutation
Mutation is a random or directed change in the genetic structure of an individual that leads to
genetically different offspring. The simplicity of this process makes it a common method for
population diversification, but it has less diversifying potential than crossover, which is covered
next. It can, however, effectively slow crowding.
In the solver, mutation is introduced when a new individual is generated. The mutation rate
gives the probability that the mutation operation would be executed. Mutation is implemented
by picking a random point in the genome (say city A) as well as a random number of genes
(tour length B). From city A the next B cities have their visiting sequence inverted. This is a
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bit of a cheat as it isn’t completely random exchange, but this type of change causes either
crossing or uncrossing of routes, and the result is thus either much better or much worse.
The results of adding mutation to elitism is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, 1% of the population is
designated as elites and transferred. The rest of the population is built up by creating offspring,
either by mutating a parent from the current generation, or generating a new individual. Both
options are granted equal probability. The result is a greatly increased selection pressure
indicated by the much steeper convergence curve (Elitism (1%) Mutation (49.5%), Random
(49.5%)). Secondly, only mutated offspring of the previous generation are used, with no new
random individuals (Elitism (1%), Mutation (99%), Random (0%)). This gives even faster
convergence. For each of these runs the best individual after five thousand generations gives
a difference of 4.85% and 3.42% respectively, relative to the known optimal tour length.
Both of these are good approximations, but consistent improvements on the results require
contributions from the whole population. This cannot be achieved with elitism and mutation
alone. To produce greater diversity, another form of reproduction is needed.
3.2.2.3 Crossover
Picking two (or more) parents and then selecting genes from each to form the next generation
is more difficult to implement than mutation, but offspring created this way are more likely to
be significantly different from their parents, and thus significantly reduce crowding and loss of
diversity. There are multitudes of ways of performing crossover, and testing their influence on
the algorithm would be interesting, but it is outside the focus of this thesis.
Finding a sensible way of reproduction by crossover can be challenging where there is interde-
pendence in the genes representing an individual. In this case, the interdependence is caused
by the fact that the representations are permutations of the same set of numbers. Selecting a
splicing position and exchanging genes before or after that point will not necessarily lead to a
valid individual, and thus more care is needed.
In the solver, the problem is addressed by selecting the first half of the tour as represented
by parent 1, and then queueing the remaining cities in the sequence that parent 2 would visit
them. This solution leads to a greater contribution from parent 1, but the testing run results
show that it is still effective.
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Finding the best way of selecting parents is the subject of the next part of the chapter.
3.2.2.4 Selection methods
The purpose of a selection method is to select the parents of next generation in such a way as
to both optimize the selection pressure of an algorithm, as well as the diversity within any given
generation. For an in-depth discussion of the effectiveness of each in a simplified environment,
see Hancock [26]. According to Baker [3] there are two approaches to selection that could easily
be distinguished, namely sampling and selection. Sampling implies that you go through each
individual and choose the number of reproduction opportunities according to its fitness, while
selection assigns a probability of reproduction to each individual according to its fitness, and
then selects, according to a stochastic process, the parents of the next generation. Sampling
selects the parents as a group all at once, while selection selects them one at a time. The
advantages of sampling over selection is stressed in Hancock [26], but selection methods are
seldom implemented in such an isolated fashion, and with the addition of elitism, some of the
negative impact of selection can be negated.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 are the convergence graphs representing the first of two ensembles of five
runs for each of the 12 selection methods discussed below. The first ensembles were done with
no elitism, no crossover, and 100% chance of mutation. Full mutation was selected as partial
mutation in this case would be the same as a probabilistic application of elitism. The second
ensemble of graphs, Figures 7, 8 and 9, represents the same parameters with the addition of one
percent elitism. With elitism enabled, even the random selection, experiences some selection
pressure. The top left graph in Figure 4 gives the results of just randomly selecting a group of
individuals for each generation. This shows no improvement in the fitness of the best solution
as generations progress, and is in line with what you would expect from randomly searching
through the solution space, without retaining any knowledge gained in previous generations.
This graph can thus be used as a control for the efficiency of the other selection methods. In
contrast to this lack of selection pressure, the top left graph of Figure 7 shows the improvement
adding 1% elitism brings to this random search.
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Fitness proportionate selection (FPS) FPS is the most direct selection process. The
probability of reproduction of an individual is directly proportional to its fitness. This is sensitive
to a simple translation of the fitness scale [26]. There are two problems associated with this
kind of selection. The first is negative fitness values that need to be treated in a different
way as not to cause negative probabilities. A fix for negative fitness values would be to use
the relative fitness of individuals relative to the worst individual in any given generation. This
would then cause fluctuations in the reproductive probability of the best individual if it where
to transfer from one generation to the next. This is an inconsistent way of selection. Setting
the fitness of all individuals with a negative fitness to zero could solve both these problems,
but still does not address the arbitrariness of this kind of selection.
The second problem is the kind we face in ATT48. The total path length is a natural fitness
indicator in this case, but as shorter is better, straight application of FPS with this as fitness
measure would lead to the least fit individual getting a better chance at reproduction than
the fittest one. To use FPS a redefinition of the fitness function is needed, something like
F = 1
P
where F is the fitness of and individual and P is the total path length of the solution
represented by this individual. The top righthand graph on Figure 4 shows that this type of
selection performs very poorly with pre-optimal stagnation and terrible accuracy. By adding
the 1% elitism the results improve considerably as shown in the top right graph of Figure 7.
Roulette selection If the fitness of the individuals are strictly non negative, this simplest
version of fitness proportional selection can be applied. Each individual is assigned an interval
proportionate to its fitness, within a larger continuous interval. Parents are then selected by
choosing a random number in the total interval and selecting the individual in who’s interval
the number lies. Just like a roulette wheel with different width spokes. In this experiment FPS
and Roulette selection’s implementations are virtually the same, and this similarity is reflected
in the results shown in bottom right graphs of Figure 4 and Figure 7 respectively.
Windowing To address negative fitness values, and the fluctuations caused by the relative
fitness with the least fit individual in a generation, fitness can be redefined as the difference
between a given value and the fitness of an individual. This baseline value may be the least
fit individual’s fitness, or this quantity, averaged over many generations. Alternatively the
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minimum fitness over the interval could be used. In the case of averaging the baseline, negative
fitness values are still possible, but these will then be set to zero, effectively culling these
individuals. The number of generations over which this averaging or over which the minimum
is done, is known as the window size.
Sigma scaling Sigma scaling starts as FPS, but a baseline value σ equal to the average
fitness minus the standard deviation, for the fitness within a single generation, is set, and all
fitness are calculated relative to this value. Any individual below σ will have its reproductive
probability set to zero. This still suffers from reduced selection pressure as the population
fitness approaches the value of the fittest individual in the generation. The results or this type
of selection is displayed in the bottom left graphs of Figures 4 and 7 respectively.
Stochastic universal sampling (SUS) SUS is essentially the same as roulette selection
except that instead of selecting with a random number in the interval, a net of the right
number of holes is placed over the interval and the middle of the holes then select the parents.
In contrast to selection methods where the fittest individual still has a chance of non-selection,
in a sampling method the fittest always get selected for at least one offspring. The results are
plotted in Figure 5 and Figure 8 respectively.
Ranking selection An alternative to using the direct fitness value is simply to depend on
the ranking of an individual based on its fitness. Commonly used schemes are presented.
1. Linear ranking The individual is assigned a weight of
w(p) =
2(P − p)
(P − 1)2 , (3.1)
where P is the population size and p is the ranking of the individual. This weight is
normalized and may be treated as a probability, that can then be used in a selection or
sampling method application. The results of this method in selection is represented in
top right graphs of Figure 5 and Figure 8, while the results of using sampling is shown
in the bottom left graphs of Figure 5 and Figure 8.
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2. Exponential ranking Following the same procedure as with linear ranking but using an
exponential scale with s ∈ (0, 1), to calculate the weight as:
w(p) =
(1− s)s(p−1)
1− sP . (3.2)
Again the weight is normalized and doubles as a probability. In the case of this ATT48
run, with s = 0.95, the selection results are shown in the bottom right graphs of Figure 5
and Figure 8, while the sampling results are shown in the top left graphs of Figure 6 and
Figure 9.
3. Gaussian (Normal) ranking The normal distribution using the ranking position has the
added benefit of giving the experimenter two control parameters. By setting the average
other than the best individual it is possible to give some of the other individuals a better
breeding chance. This could be an advantage when elitism would already ensure the
survival of the best individual. Having control over the standard deviation is a useful fine
tuning parameter. For these runs the average was set to position one, and the standard
deviation was set to 10% of the population, thus 100. The results are shown in graphs
at the top right, and bottom left of Figure 6 as well as Figure 9.
Tournament selection This is probably the simplest way of using ranking, although it does
have a slight processing overhead. For every parent a random set of a chosen size is selected
from the population. Within this set the best individual is then chosen to become a parent.
For these runs the tour size was chosen as fifty individuals per tournament. The results is
represented in the last graphs on Figure 6 and Figure 9, as the cases without and with 1%
elitism, respectively.
3.3 Summary of the work done on ATT48
To compare the accuracy and efficiency of the these reproduction methods, it is assumed that
the search far from the stagnation point follows a exponential decline in the difference between
the best fitness value in a generation and the true best fitness. This implies the following
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relationship:
F (t)− FT = β2−αt.
In the above equation F (t) is the best fitness in generation t, while FT is the shortest route,
which in this case is 33524 km [58]. The parameter β is a scaling constant for the problem
and is related to the way the fitness is defined, while α is the inverse of the half search time.
The half search time gives the number of generations that will halve the difference between
the current best value and the true best value. The value of α is an indicator of the efficiency
of a particular parameter set, in the sense that a bigger value for α would indicate a faster
convergence rate.
The results of fitting this model to the data is summarized in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.
The fitting was done with Matlab’s built in curve fitting application cftool, as the straight line
fit to the data set {t ∈ [1, te] : (t, log2(F (t)−FT ))}. The parameter te is the maximum value
for t for which the data followed a straight line pattern (this corresponds to the assumption
that it isn’t stagnating).
This model fit well for all the methods with elitism enabled, but did less well for the non-elite
methods. Without elitism FPS only had two runs that fit with R2 value > 0.95. Roulette and
SUS had no fits better than 0.95. Roulette had a best fit of 0.83, and the worst fit was 0.47.
For SUS the best fit was R2 value of 0.93 and the worst 0.76. Linear Ranking Selection got a
single fit less than 0.95, with R2 = 0.947. Apart from these all the other fits had R2 values
exceeding 0.95. It is clear that this model fits much better when elitism in enabled, or when
observing the best solution found up to generation t, rather than the best fitness in generation
t.
Summaries of these results are represented in Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13. To
compare the different methods it is sensible to start with the accuracy as shown in Figure 13.
The specific ranking for the different selection methods is given in Table 4. Both normal
ranking, sampling (1st) and selection (2nd) did very well, but up to exponential ranking selection
(7th), there is very little difference in the performance. All these methods give solutions that
are within 500km of the best solution. In general elitism seems to improve accuracy, with the
exception being tournament selection and exponential ranking sampling. It is interesting to
note that random selection with elitism, manages to produce answers that are within 5% of
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the best tour length.
The efficiency of the selection methods should be seen in the context of the accuracy, as ac-
curacy is the primary concern in this investigation. Table 5 is sorted by half search time, but
also secondarily by accuracy. Again there is very little difference between the first ten selection
methods, Exponential ranking sampling is best, but very closely followed by tournament selec-
tion without (2nd) and with (3rd) elitism. Elitism seem to not have such a clear influence on
the convergence tempo, as it does on the accuracy. It mostly has a detrimental effect on the
methods that converge quickly (tournament selection and normal ranking), but an accelerating
effect on those that converge slower, like roulette, SUS and random selection.
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CHAPTER 4
Quantum computing, primitive gate sets and evolutionary algorithm
implementation
The first step in applying evolutionary algorithms to quantum computing is to find a way of
casting the problem into a gene representable form. Such a mapping is not a simple matter
when looking at the general time evolution of a quantum system, but when it is viewed as an
algorithm, there is a structure and a flow that could be what we are looking for.
In the conference presentation [20], R.P. Feynman describes the necessary conditions for using
a quantum system as a simulator of quantum phenomena in nature. Deutsch [13] further
expanded this idea in showing that a quantum computer is a universal machine, by application of
the Church-Turing principle. It states: ”Every finitely realizable physical system can be perfectly
simulated by a universal model computing machine operated by finite means.” The limits this
puts on the parts of the machine and the process of computation has direct implications for
the computational classes of problems that can be solved with such a computer.
Feynman, very elegantly, showed how a classical universal machine could not simulate a quan-
tum system by finite means, but that a computer working on quantum mechanical principles
could. To use a quantum system as an information processor, the information needs to be
encoded in the state of particles, which we call qubits (if it is a two-state system), while the
processing is done with unitary transformations on these states. For a two state system like spin
the state of a qubit (q1) is described by the two numbers α, β ∈ C, so that |q1〉 = α |↑〉+β |↓〉.
Spin up (|↑〉) encodes zero, and spin down (|↓〉) encodes one. Generalization to systems with
more than two states simply requires the addition of more coefficients, one for each state. The
quantum computer then consists of a register of n ∈ N qudits, which are d ∈ N state objects.
In general d takes the value two, but examples of higher than binary systems exist and the
operational principles are exactly the same. Objects with more that two states are no longer
referred to a qubits, but rather qudits (for d state systems).
The user of the quantum computer has control over the initial state of the qubits in the register,
29
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thereby encoding the input values for the computation. The system is now allowed to evolve
in accordance with a predefined set of unitary transformations (the program of the quantum
computer). Finally the processed information is extracted by one or more measurements on
the qubits in the register. An assumption is made that there is no interference (decoherence of
the register) from any outside sources with this register, changing its state. The realization of
this condition is one of the biggest hurdles that needs to be overcome in creating a practical
quantum computer.
There are, even for a single qubit, an infinite number of unitary transformations, but according
to Steane [54] it is possible to generate all unitary transformations, to within arbitrary accuracy,
by repeated applications of a two-qubit controlled not transformation (CNOT gate), and a
single qubit rotation transformation (R(
−→
θ ) gate), where the rotation angles are irrational
fractions of both pi and each other. The CNOT gate will flip the second qubit’s state if the
control qubit is in state |1〉, otherwise it will not change anything, while the rotation gate will
rotate the state vector in Hilbert space. To understand the effect of the rotation gate better
the analogy of the rotation of a unit vector on a two dimensional circle would be instructive.
By rotating the vector an irrational fraction of pi, no integer number of application will ever
give exactly an integer number of rotations. It can be shown that for any arbitrary chosen
rotation angle there exists and integer number of applications of this rotation that will get you
arbitrarily close to the chosen rotation angle. Thus you could use this to rotate any vector to
arbitrarily close to any other chosen vector. The single rotation gate R(
−→
θ ) does the same in
the Hilbert space of a single qubit. The CNOT gate will couple different qubits together and
together these two gates can be used to create a transformation that is arbitrarily close to any
chosen unitary transformation on this space and is thus an example of a universal gate set.
Now that we have a register and a processor toolkit (the universal gate set) it is simple to
describe the evolution of the register in terms of the transformations acting in turn on the
various qubits in the register. This lends itself to a circuit-like representation, the so-called
quantum circuit model.
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CNOT12
H1 H1
H1 H12q
1q
21 ',' qq
Figure 4.1: Example quantum circuit.
4.1 Quantum circuits
The time evolution of the registry of a quantum computer can be represented as:
|Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn〉 = U |q1, q2, . . . , qn〉 .
Here |Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn〉 are the final qubit states and |q1, q2, . . . , qn〉 are initial qubit states. The
operator U=UtUt−1 . . . U1 where Ui is the the unitary transformation of the register from state
i− 1 to state i. The operator Ui for each step is the Kronecker product of all the gates acting
on the i− 1 state’s register.
An easier way of keeping track of the individual transformations and which qubits they are
acting on, is to use the quantum circuit model. In this model, which closely resembles a classic
circuit, the qubits are represented by horizontal lines and the transformations as gates acting
on the their specific qubits (horizontal lines). The input register is represented on the left and
the output register on the right, while the sequential application of the transformations is given
by the relative position between the input and output registers. Figure 4.1 is an example of a
two-qubit quantum circuit where a controlled not operation using q1 as control, is followed by
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Hadamard transformations 2 on both qubits, then on the first one only and then only on the
second qubit. By using the sequential nature of the quantum circuit, it is easy to transcribe it
as a genetic structure where each gene will code the gates for a fixed number of time-steps as
is shown in Table 4.1.
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4
CNOT12 H H I
CNOT12 H I H
Table 4.1: Figure 4.1 circuit transcribed to genetic structure
Having found a way of representing the evolution of a quantum registry, what is left to find a
suitable primitive or universal gate set.
4.2 Choosing a primitive gate set
In Section 4.1 it was mentioned that the two-qubit CNOT gate and a specific class of rotation
gates were universal, however they are not the only primitive set. Because irrational ratio
rotations are numerically problematic due to rounding effects, it is easier to work with a
different set of gates. One such set is given in Yabuki [61], but the set given in Nielsen and
Chuang [44], Kempe et al. [29] and Ding et al. [16] with the addition of a reverse CNOT
gate was simpler to implement. Table 4.2 shows the gates that will be used in the further
simulations.
The number in brackets behind the gate designation gives the number that is used to rep-
resent the gates in the genetic code. The genetic representation of Table 4.1 would be 9 3 1 3
9 3 3 1
in the solver program.
The problem of decoherence increases with each gate that is introduced into the circuit, and
as such circuits with fewer gates are preferred. Thus, although Ding et al. [16] showed that
CNOT21 can be constructed with an application of CNOT12 and the other one qubit gates,
it would be more economical to replace them by a single gate which is just a CNOT12 with
2Hadamard transforms are rotations that take state |0〉 to |0〉+|1〉√
2
and |1〉 to |0〉−|1〉√
2
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I(1) =
[
1 0
0 1
]
S(2) =
[
1 0
0 i
]
H(3) = 1√
2
[
1 1
1 −1
]
P (4) =
[
1 0
0 e
ipi
4
]
R(5) =
[
1 0
0 e
ipi
8
]
S†(6) =
[
1 0
0 −i
]
P †(7) =
[
1 0
0 e
−ipi
4
]
R†(8) =
[
1 0
0 e
−ipi
8
]
CNOT12(9) =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 CNOT21(10) =

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

Table 4.2: Table of primitive gate set
its inputs swapped. The CNOT gates are the only interaction gates in this set and therefore
very common. As such the addition of this gate to the set will greatly simplify circuits.
4.3 The implementation of the evolutionary algorithm.
The general structure of this evolutionary algorithm applied in the following chapters, does not
differ from that discussed in Section 2.1 and the previous two sections have shown how the
genetic structure can be constructed from the quantum circuit model.
Using the genetic structure described in Section 4.2 mutation and crossover can now be im-
plemented. The genetic description for this problem has fewer constraints than the TSP and
means both mutation and crossover is easier to effect. Crossover is implemented at gene cre-
ation when the new gene is selected from either parent 1 or 2 with equal probability. Mutation
is implemented at same stage. It takes the form of a probabilistic choice of either keeping the
gene as dictated by the parents, or randomly selecting a gate from the available gate set to
replace this gene. This process is repeated for all genes in the child’s genome.
What remains is the definition of a metric for measuring the relative fitness of the circuits
the algorithm produces. Two factors were taken into account in this investigation, correctness
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of the circuit for its purpose as well as the number of gates that the circuit contains. The
correctness is assessed in one of two possible ways depending on the information that is available
about the transformation. If the complete transformation matrix is known, as in the case of the
identity experiment, the metric defined in Ding et al. [16] can be used directly. This is however
not always the case, and the transformation has to be calculated using the information about
the desired registry transformations. This is a linear algebra problem and can be sorted into
three possibilities: single solutions, over-constrained system with at best some least squares
solution and finally an under-constrained system with multiple solutions. Once this target
transformation has been found the previously mentioned metric can be used. The correctness
(C) of a circuit is given by the Frobenius inner product [27]:
C =
| tr (T †H)|
2n
. (4.1)
T is the goal transformation matrix, H is the transformation generated by the circuit and n is
the number of qubits in the registry [16].
A measure of the correctness of the circuit, from the point of view of computation would be in
calculating the maximum difference between the probability distribution of the output registers
of the goal transformation and that of the circuit. A method of doing this would be:
Cp(|a〉) =
〈111|∑
〈b|=〈000|
∣∣〈b|T |a〉2 − 〈b|H |a〉2∣∣ . (4.2)
In Equation 4.2 |b〉 runs over all possible measurable outputs, and |a〉 is any possible input.
In Knill [31] it is shown that Cp(a) ≤ 2C and thus by minimizing C the two probability
distributions are also forced to converge.
When evaluating two circuits that both give the required transformation, preference is given
to the simpler circuit, the one that has fewer active steps (non-identity time-steps) as well
as giving a preference for individual time-steps that contain as many identity transformations
as possible. The fraction of time-steps that are identity is given a weight of S−1
S
, while the
fraction of the circuit that consists of identity gates, get a weight of 1
S
. These weights were
chosen so that a single identity time-step would still outweigh any number of identity gates,
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while the maximum reward is a number between 0 and 1. Thus reward for efficiency (R) is
can be calculated as:
R =
Si
S
× S − 1
S
+
I
N
× 1
S
=
Si(S − 1)
S2
+
I
SN
. (4.3)
S refers to the maximum number of time-steps in the circuit, Si is the number of these that
are identity transformations and can thus be left out, I is the total number of identity gates
in the system, and N is the total number of possible gates (N = S × n).
Both correctness (C) and efficiency (R) are values between 0 and 1, so for easy distinction on
the graphs the fitness value (F ) is given by the following expression:
F = (C − 1) +
R if C ≥ (1− T )0 else . (4.4)
The expression Equation 4.4 would give values of less that zero for circuits that are not valid
solutions, and value that are between zero and one for circuits that are valid solutions. The
transition from non-correct to correct solution appears on the graphs where the graph crossed
the x-axis. T is the fault tolerance for evaluated algorithms, and is a definable input parameter.
The fault tolerance gives the maximum difference between the probability distribution of the
final register after implementing the goal transformation and that of implementing the circuit.
It also provides a way to compensate for rounding errors, or if your experimental setup has a
limit on either the accuracy of measurements, or the accurate implementation of gates, then
evolving circuits that are correct to this level of accuracy is both sensible and expedient. The
fault tolerance parameter also allows for this.
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Program testing with the identity transformation
5.1 Motivation for identity tests
The purpose of this set of experimental runs is to test the evolutionary solver program with a
problem for which the solution is both known as well as unique. The identity transformation is
such a transformation. It can be constructed in many ways using the other gates in the chosen
gate set Table 4.2, yet there is a clear best solution that is given by filling all the circuit slots
with the identity transformations. The simplicity of the solutions also creates the opportunity
to compare several selection methods, test the introduction of a stasis method, and investigate
the influence of changing population size on the convergence speed of the program.
The results for effective parameter choices in this case does not imply that they will be equally
effective in the cases discussed in later chapters, but they do suggest a sensible starting point
in parameter space.
5.2 Experiments
5.2.1 Experiment 1: Functionality test
This first experiment is the testing of the evolutionary program’s ability to consistently find
the simplest identity circuit with a registry consisting of two qubits. Tournament selection
with tours of 11 individuals was used, because it proved effective in the TSP application (see
Figures 10 to 13) and is simple to implement (Section 3.2.2.4).
The parameters for these experimental runs are summarized in Table 5.1 and the target trans-
formation is given by Equation 5.1
36
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Tg =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 . (5.1)
Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 2 qubits
Number of Genes 10 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 1000
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 15%
Table 5.1: Parameters for experiment A1
Twenty five runs were done using these parameters. The form of the graphs in Figure 14
corresponds to the results in Chapter 3, with allowance made for the fact that the fitness
was defined opposite (smaller fitness is better in Chapter 3) to the definition here. This
correspondence becomes clearer when looking at the inserted graph of the average fitness for
the 25 runs. The more pronounced step characteristic is a result of the much smaller search
space, 1012 vs 1059 for the TSP ATT48 in Chapter 3.
The solver program produced circuits that gave the identity transformation 100% of the time,
without any errors in the program. The results can further be broken up into solutions that
contain gates other than identity gates (fitness values ∈ (0, 1)) and the optimal solution with a
fitness value of 1. The left graph in Figure 15 gives a summary of how many generations were
needed to get to the optimal result (if this was reached). A large portion of the runs (60%)
converged to the best value within 100 generations, while only 16% did not reach optimal
convergence by the 1000th generation. 100 generations gives only 20000 solutions that were
searched through out of a possible 1012, a most efficient ratio.
The second graph on Figure 15 shows the final fitness distribution of the 25 runs. Here 84%
of the runs produced a final fitness of 1 which is optimal, and the rest produced a fitness of
between 0.6 and 0.8 which correspond to 3 non-identity gates.
In conclusion, these runs show that the solver program works as expected and is efficient at
finding the solutions to this problem.
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Maximum Population Size 100 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 10 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 1000
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 25%
Normal Distr. µ 1 Normal Distr. σ 25
Tournament size 5
Table 5.2: Parameters for experiment A2
5.2.2 Experiment 2: Selection method comparison
The second experiment was to test the efficiency and effectiveness of the different selection
methods. In an effort to make the results of the test more distinguishable from each other, the
search space was increased by adding another qubit to the registry.
The search space for this investigation was considerably larger than for the first set of ex-
periments, and the parameters were not optimized, hence the poor convergence percentages.
Despite the non-convergence, trends can still be seen in the results summarized in Figure 16,
Figure 17 and Figure 18. The graphs on the left give the distribution of the termination gen-
erations of the 25 runs. A shift to the left in these graphs indicate a faster convergence to the
optimal solution. The graphs on the right shows the distribution of the quality of the solution.
In this case a shift to the right in the histogram points to better solutions. Table 5.3 shows a
summary of the results. There is a clear indication that tournament selection is outperforming
the other selection methods by a comfortable margin, however neither the efficiency nor the
accuracy of any of the methods were satisfactory with the current parameter sets. To im-
prove the performance of these selection methods, some of the diversification enhancements
discussed in subsubsection 3.2.2.1 will be tested next.
5.2.3 Experiment 3: Impact of the Stasis effect.
The stasis effect improves diversification of the solution set by restarting the development of a
population as soon as it starts to stagnate. To counter the loss of the best solution, these are
put in stasis, while the new population develops. When the new population has also developed
to the point where they can compete with the best from the previous population, the individuals
from stasis are reintroduced. In this way the information about good solutions from the last
population isn’t lost, but neither do these individuals take over the new population.
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Selection Method
Random Linear Normal Roulette Tournament
Average termination fitness
without Stasis
0.51 0.55 0.65 0.61 0.75
Average termination fitness
with Stasis
0.65 0.51 0.95 0.92 1.00
Average termination genera-
tion without Stasis
1000 1000 963 984 697
Average termination genera-
tion with Stasis
1000 1000 538 794 298
Table 5.3: Summary of efficiency and effectiveness of different selection methods,
with and without the stasis effect
Maximum Population Size 100 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 10 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 1000
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 25%
Normal Distr. µ 1 Normal Distr. σ 25
Tournament size 5 Number of Individuals in stasis 20
Generations to reintroduction 73 Stagnation Factor 0.4
Table 5.4: Parameters for experiment A3
The results from the previous experiment are used as a control for the effect of the stasis
parameter. Figure 19 through Figure 23 show the results of the five chosen selection methods
with and without the stasis effect. This improvement is evident from the final generation
distribution moving to earlier generations, and the higher occurrence of good solutions in the
final solution distribution. The results are also summarized in Table 5.3. All the methods,
with the exception of linear selection, performed better in both effectiveness and accuracy with
the stasis effect activated. Tournament selection still gives the best results, but with stasis
activated, Roulette and Normal selection also become options.
Selection methods and measures like the stasis effect can have a large influence on the con-
vergence speed and accuracy of the solver program, but so can simply changing the number
of individuals in a generation.
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Register Size 3 qubits Number of Genes 10
Gene length 1 Gate Fitness Goal 1
Maximum Generation 1000 Elitism Percentage 10 %
Mutation Rate 25% Max Mutation Rate 31%
Normal Distr. µ 1 Normal Distr. σ 25
Normal Distr. Max σ 31 Max Tournament size 5
Number of Individuals in stasis 20 Generations to reintroduction 73
Stagnation Factor 0.4
Table 5.5: Parameters for experiment A4
5.2.4 Experiment 4: Population influence on convergence speed
The population size of each generation directly influences the processing power needed to
evaluate each generation. It is therefore worth looking at the influence of this parameter on
the performance of the solver program. The results of the previous two experiments presented
in Table 5.3 show that normal selection and tournament selection, both with the stasis effect
enabled, are the optimal methods to use in this simulation and hence this investigation will
only make use of these two methods.
Using the common parameters listed in Table 5.5 for each selection method and for each of the
maximum populations {50, 100, 200, 500} an ensemble of 25 runs were generated. The results
are summarized in Table 5.6. The total search space for a 30 gate system is larger that 1018,
the coverage column in the table refers to the total number of tried individuals as a fraction
of the possible ones. As there are likely to be duplications from generation to generation, this
is an upper bound for the searched space. Smaller coverage values indicate more effective
searching of the solution space. From the results tournament selection emerges as the optimal
selection method, and a maximum population of 200 individuals gives the best compromise
between the runtime of the program, and its convergence rate.
5.3 Summary
The main results from this set of experiments are as follows:
• The evolutionary algorithm program works both effectively as well as correctly.
• The optimal selection method seems to be tournament selection.
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Selection Method Population Average Average Coverage Convergence
per runtime(s) convergence Persentage
generation generation
Normal Distribution
50 138 529 3× 10−14 76%
100 187 424 4× 10−14 100%
200 321 368 7× 10−14 100%
500 381 367 2× 10−13 100%
Tournament selection
50 124.64 474 2× 10−14 72%
100 132 295 3× 10−14 100%
200 124 139 3× 10−14 100%
500 225 102 5× 10−14 100%
Table 5.6: Summary of results for experiment A4
• The addition of stasis method improves the convergence speed as well as the convergence
percentage.
• A maximum population of 200 individuals gives the most effective results.
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CHAPTER 6
Investigating the results from Ding et al. [16]
6.1 Introduction and goals
After verifying the functionality of the solver program and finding the parameters that give
efficient results in Chapter 5, using the solver to investigate more challenging problems can
confidently be attempted. The problems selected are four case studies discussed in Ding et al.
[16]. They are:
• A circuit for maximally entangling two qubits
• A controlled S-gate
• A circuit for maximally entangling three qubits
• A quick Fourier transform gate for three qubits
The solver was used in an attempt to find the solution to each that requires the least number
of gates in the solution, by running an ensemble of 25 runs for each case. The first two cases
are the simplest, as they only have two qubits in the register.
6.2 Experiment 1: Gate for maximal entanglement of two qubits
Tg =
1√
2

1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 −1
1 0 −1 0
 . (6.1)
The entanglement of qubits is a feature of quantum computing that has no analog in classical
computing. An entangled state of two qubits is exactly that, a single state describing the two
42
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Maximum Population Size 100 Register Size 2 qubits
Number of Genes 6 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 100
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 15%
Table 6.1: Parameters for experiment B1
Gene 1 Gene 2
H CNOT12
I CNOT12
Table 6.2: Best solution for B1
qubits that cannot be described in terms of the states of the individual qubits. This property
allows many of the unique actions that a quantum computer can perform. An example of such
an operation is the teleportation algorithm investigated in Chapter 7.
The transformation for maximal entanglement3 of two qubits is given by the expression shown
in Equation 6.1. With this transformation as the target, the solver program was run using the
parameter set shown in Table 6.1. All 25 runs in the ensemble converged to the same circuit
given in Table 6.2, which corresponds precisely to the result that Ding et al. [16] arrived at.
6.3 Experiment 2: a Controlled S-gate transformation
Tg =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 i
 . (6.2)
The S-gate is a single qubit phase gate that doesn’t change |0〉 or the probabilities of finding
a qubit in the |0〉 or |1〉 states, but does change the relative phase of |1〉 by pi. A controlled
S-gate is a two-qubit gate that applies the single qubit S-gate to the second qubit, when the
first qubit is in the |1〉 state.
3See Plenio and Virmani [47] for a discussion on measures for entanglement.
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Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 2 qubits
Number of Genes 10 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 500
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 25%
Table 6.3: Parameters for experiment B2
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 Gene 6 Gene 7 Gene 8
P I CNOT12 I I I I CNOT12
I P CNOT12 S S S P CNOT12
Table 6.4: Best solution for B2
The experiment’s ensemble took longer to run than that of experiment B1. The resulting
circuit is considerably more complex and the convergence rate is much poorer. Only 52% of
the runs gave a serviceable circuit, and only 40% gave the circuit described by Table 6.4, which
was optimal for the gate set that the solver was working with. In the article by Ding et al.
[16], the P †-gate (or inverse of the P -gate) is also included in their gate set, whereas it was
not included in the solver’s gate-set.
Their best solution [16] to this problem contains two P -gates, a P †-gate, and two CNOT12-
gates as shown in Table 6.5. This would account for the difference in the results from their
experiments and the one obtained here, where the optimum solution contained eight gates
rather than five.
After including the S† and P † gates to the gate set another 25 runs were generated and this
time the optimal circuit corresponded to Table 6.5. All 25 run converged to this circuit, and
24 of them converged within 100 generations.
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5
I CNOT12 I CNOT12 P
P CNOT12 P
† CNOT12 I
Table 6.5: The best solution for B2 from Ding et al. [16]
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Maximum Population Size 100 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 5 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 200
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 15%
Table 6.6: Parameters for experiment B3
6.4 Experiment 3: Transformation to maximally entangle three qubits
Tg =
1√
2

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0

. (6.3)
The register size has increased for the next two simulations. This has the effect of not only
increasing the number of possible gate combinations but also increasing the overhead for
calculating the effective transformation of a solution. Both of these factors negatively influence
the runtime of the simulations.
For this case the transformation that is required is given by the expression shown in Equa-
tion 6.3. To find a solution for this transformation an ensemble of 25 runs was done using
the parameters given in Table 6.6. In spite of this increased overhead the solver quickly con-
verged, in all cases, to the solution for the maximal entanglement of three qubits given in Ding
et al. [16]. This circuit is shown in Table 6.7. For most of the runs this convergence hap-
pened within the first twenty generations, even faster than the convergence for the controlled-S
transformation.
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Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3
I I CNOT21
H CNOT12 CNOT21
I CNOT12 I
Table 6.7: Best solution for B3
Maximum Population Size 100 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 10 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 1000
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 15%
Table 6.8: Parameters for experiment B4a
6.5 Experiment 4: QFT3 transformation
Tg =
1√
8

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 ω ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6 ω7
1 ω2 ω4 ω6 1 ω2 ω4 ω6
1 ω3 ω6 ω ω4 ω7 ω2 ω5
1 ω4 1 ω4 1 ω4 1 ω4
1 ω5 ω2 ω7 ω4 ω ω6 ω3
1 ω6 ω4 ω2 1 ω6 ω4 ω2
1 ω7 ω6 ω5 ω4 ω3 ω2 ω

where ω = e
ipi
4 [44]. (6.4)
The Quantum Fourier Transform was by far the biggest challenge for the solver. The solver’s
design was purposefully constrained to not allow non-adjacent qubits to interact, as this is a
challenge when constructing even small register size quantum computers. This non-adjacent
interaction is required in the circuit for this transformation4.
4see Nielsen and Chuang [44], p. 220
Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 15 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 100
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 15%
Table 6.9: Parameters for experiment B4b
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Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 2 qubits
Number of Genes 5 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 100
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 25%
Table 6.10: Parameters for the two-qubit SWAP-gate ensemble
The initial attempts did not achieve any success. Two ensembles using the parameters in
Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 where run, but neither converged to a workable circuit. To find where
the barrier to convergence lay each of the elements of the solution circuit given in Nielsen
and Chuang [44] was investigated individually. This circuit shown in Table 6.14 contains a
Hadamard gate which is already part of the gate set, a controlled-S gate (CS12) (introduced
in Section 6.3), and both a Swap-gate (SWAP13) and controlled-P gate (CP13), which has
not been introduced thus far.
6.5.1 The SWAP13 − gate
The Swap gate (SWAP13) is a combination of three two-adjacent-qubit swap gates, as dis-
cussed in Ding et al. [16].
Tg =

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 . (6.5)
The transformation for a two-adjacent-qubit swap gate is given in the expression shown in
Equation 6.5, and was verified with the solver program to have a circuit that corresponds to
the ones described in Ding et al. [16]. This is just a combination of three CNOT -gates as
shown in Table 6.13. These two circuits shown in Table 6.13 are totally equivalent in both
function as well as number of primary gates, and as such it was not surprising that they were
found in equal number in the results of the 25 run ensemble for which the parameters are given
in Table 6.10.
From this result it is expected that the SWAP13-gate, would be a nine gate combination
circuit. To verify this another 25 run ensemble was done with the goal Equation 6.6, and
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Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5
CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12 I I
CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12 CNOT12 CNOT21
I I I CNOT12 CNOT21
Gene 6 Gene 7 Gene 8 Gene 9
I CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12
CNOT12 CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12
CNOT12 I I I
Table 6.11: Known circuit for SWAP13-gate
Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 9 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 100
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 25%
Table 6.12: Parameters for the SWAP13-gate ensemble
parameters Table 6.12.
Tg =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

. (6.6)
None of the runs converged to a viable solution, in fact there was very little convergence that
happened at all. The best fitness in the initial generation and the best in the final stayed
constant in 7 out of the 25 runs, and convergence in the other runs was very slight. This is
very unusual behavior for the solver, so in an attempt to find the cause the solver was initialized
with a circuit that is known to be a solutions shown in Table 6.11.
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Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3
CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12
CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3
CNOT21 CNOT12 CNOT21
CNOT21 CNOT12 CNOT21
Table 6.13: Solutions to the two-qubit SWAP circuit.
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 Gene 6 Gene 7
H CS12 CP13 I I I SWAP13
I CS12 I H CS12 I I
I I CP13 I CS12 H SWAP13
Table 6.14: Best solution for B4 [44]
In this run there was no improvement on this circuit, which isn’t unexpected if this was also the
optimum solution, but as this solution isn’t unique the lack of alternates is unexpected. For the
next run the known circuit was modified by replacing the last gene with the identity gene. This
run showed the same behavior as the initial run where there was no incremental improvement
as is normally observed, but rather just a jump to the known best after 30 generations. The
jump is not convergence behavior, but rather a reflection of the random choice of changing
the last gene to a CNOT -gate.
The conclusion that is drawn from this behavior is that the fitness defined with respect to the
SWAP13 transformation is flat over most of the domain, with a spike at the single correct
solution. This would be a very hard problem for evolutionary methods to solve. This behavior
also leads to further understanding of the initial difficulty in evolving a circuit for the QFT
transformation. The non-adjacent interactions require some form of swap gate and it is these
that are causing the poor convergence. By adding an adjacent qubit swap gate to the gate set
this problem might be alleviated.
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Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5
R CNOT21 I R
† CNOT21
I CNOT21 R I CNOT21
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5
CNOT21 R
† I CNOT21 R
CNOT21 I R CNOT21 I
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5
R I CNOT21 R
† CNOT21
I R CNOT21 I CNOT21
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5
I CNOT12 I R CNOT12
R CNOT12 R
† I CNOT12
Table 6.15: Circuits for CP12-gate
6.5.2 The CP13 − gate
To investigate the controlled-P (CP13, a gate that applies the P -gate to qubit 3, depending
on the state of qubit 1) it is sensible to attempt to find a circuit for the two adjacent-qubit
equivalent CP12 which could then be combined with a couple of swap gates to form the CP13
circuit. Examples of circuits for CP12 are shown in Table 6.15. The examples shown here
where not the only solutions that was found but all the solutions contained five gates in total,
two CNOT gates and the other three R and R† gates. From the solutions for CP12 and the
SWAP12 gates, it follows that the CP13 can be constructed with eleven gates.
6.5.3 Final attempt evolving QFT circuit
With all of these elements one more attempt will be made to evolve a circuit for QFT. Because
of the difficulty of evolving the SWAP13-gate that is needed at the end of the circuit, it will be
factored out of the transformation, as was done by Ding et al. [16]. The goal transformation
will thus be given by Equation 6.7. The swap, controlled-S and controlled-P gates will also be
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Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 9 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 500
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 25%
Table 6.16: Parameters for the final QFT ensemble
added to the gate set of the solver.
Tg =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

× 1√
8

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 ω ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5 ω6 ω7
1 ω2 ω4 ω6 1 ω2 ω4 ω6
1 ω3 ω6 ω ω4 ω7 ω2 ω5
1 ω4 1 ω4 1 ω4 1 ω4
1 ω5 ω2 ω7 ω4 ω ω6 ω3
1 ω6 ω4 ω2 1 ω6 ω4 ω2
1 ω7 ω6 ω5 ω4 ω3 ω2 ω

where ω = e
ipi
4 [44].
(6.7)
An ensemble of 25 runs were generated using the parameters given in Table 6.16, but still
without any success. Another ensemble of 25 runs with the number of genes expanded to 10
also did not give any positive results, even expanding to 20 genes did not achieve any success.
It does seem that the solver program does not work efficiently when swap gates are required.
Other than identifying the problem no headway has been made in finding a solution.
The best solution that the solver found had a fitness of −0.00192 and is shown in Table 6.17.
This comes very close to the required transformation for QFT. From Figure 6.1, it is clear that
there is a barrier at a fitness of −0.00192, with none of the attempts finding a solution above
this value. When initialized with the solution given in Ding et al. [16], the solver recognizes it
as a valid solution, but can’t improve upon it. Finding a way around the swap gate problem
would be a good problem to concentrate on as a follow-up project.
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Figure 6.1: Example of a 1000 generation run of the solver, initialized with the best
solution.
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 Gene 6 Gene 7 Gene 8
H I CS12 I P I I R†
I I CS12 H I CS12 I I
I R I I I CS12 H I
Table 6.17: Best solution for QFT produced by the solver, with SWAP13 gate at
the end factored out.
6.6 Conclusion
With the exception of the problems with QFT circuit, the solver performed as well or better
than the one used in Ding et al. [16]. It converged to the best solution faster, more regularly
than the algorithm used by Ding et al. [16]. Further investigation into the problem with the
swap gate is needed.
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CHAPTER 7
Quantum Teleportation
7.1 Introduction
In Bennett et al. [7] there is a good description of quantum teleportation, and Brassard [11]
frames the idea in terms of the operation of a quantum computer. Teleportation can be
described as follows. Say a person, referred to as Alice, needs to send the state of her qubit to
another person, called Bob. Alice and Bob both agree on an encoding scheme for information
in this particular quantum system. They each obtain one of a pair of entangled qubits. Alice
can now perform operations on both her entangled qubit and the one encoding the information
 
Figure 7.1: A graphical description on the Quantum teleportation process [61].
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that she wishes to send to Bob. She then performs measurements on the two qubits she has
access to and sends Bob the results of these measurements. By using this information, Bob
can apply operators to his qubit that makes it replicate the exact state of the qubit Alice
wanted to send him. This process is displayed graphically in Figure 7.1. During this process,
Alice’s data-encoding qubit is disturbed, and is no longer in its original state. It thus does not
contravene the no-cloning theorem [5].
Before evolutionary algorithms can be applied to this problem, the goal transformation has to
be described. This is done in the next section.
7.2 The transformation for quantum teleportation
There are many transformations that could lead to teleportation, as we are only interested in
what happens to the third qubit, specifically the fact that the last qubit of the output must
take on the value of the first qubit in the input register. The transformation (Tg) needed would
have to solve the equation :
Tg[|a〉 ⊗ |b〉 ⊗ |c〉] = |f(a, b, c)〉 ⊗ |a〉 .
Thus given that |a〉 =
 a1
a2
, |b〉 =
 b1
b2
 and |c〉 =
 c1
c2
, the transformation equation
can be written as:
T11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 T17 T18
T21 T22 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27 T28
T31 T32 T33 T34 T35 T36 T37 T38
T41 T42 T43 T44 T45 T46 T47 T48
T51 T52 T53 T54 T55 T56 T57 T58
T61 T62 T63 T64 T65 T66 T67 T68
T71 T72 T73 T74 T75 T76 T77 T78
T81 T82 T83 T84 T85 T86 T87 T88


a1b1c1
a1b1c2
a1b2c1
a1b2c2
a2b1c1
a2b1c2
a2b2c1
a2b2c2

=

f1(b, c)a1
f1(b, c)a2
f2(b, c)a1
f2(b, c)a2
f3(b, c)a1
f3(b, c)a2
f4(b, c)a1
f4(b, c)a2

. (7.1)
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This can be broken up into eight equations, two for each of the functions fi. For example
T11a1b1c1 + T12a1b1c2 + T13a1b2c1 + T14a1b2c2
+T15a2b1c1 + T16a2b1c2 + T17a2b2c1 + T18a2b2c2 = f1(b, c)a1. (7.2)
These equations must be satisfied for all possible values of {a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2}, and thus also
for the following cases:
{a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2} =

S1 = {1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0}
S2 = {1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1}
S3 = {1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}
S4 = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1}
S5 = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0}
S6 = {0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1}
S7 = {0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0}
S8 = {0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1}
We notice that f1(Sn) = f1(Sn+4), because the values for b and c are the same in theses cases.
Each of these select out one of the T ’s such that
Tg =

f1(S1) f1(S2) f1(S3) f1(S4) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 f1(S1) f1(S2) f1(S3) f1(S4)
f2(S1) f2(S2) f2(S3) f2(S4) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 f2(S1) f2(S2) f2(S3) f2(S4)
f3(S1) f3(S2) f3(S3) f3(S4) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 f3(S1) f3(S2) f3(S3) f3(S4)
f4(S1) f4(S2) f4(S3) f4(S4) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 f4(S1) f4(S2) f4(S3) f4(S4)

. (7.3)
The transformation that is needed for teleportation is thus a unitary matrix, with definite zero
entries as shown above. The function values are fixed with the corresponding entries having to
be equal. Furthermore the matrix has to be unitary. As the quantum circuit always guarantees
that the transformation will be unitary, the fitness will have to be a function of how close the
transformations entries in the zero positions are to zero, and how close the similar functions
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Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 10 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 500
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 25%
Tournament size 10% of Max pop Number of Individuals in stasis 10
Generations to reintroduction auto Stagnation Factor 0.5
Table 7.1: Parameters for the Quantum teleportation experiment
Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 Gene 6
CNOT21 I I I CNOT21 I
CNOT21 CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT21
I CNOT12 CNOT21 CNOT12 CNOT21
Table 7.2: Fittest quantum circuit that satisfies the conditions with the new fitness
definition.
values are too each other. If V1 is the vector formed by the elements in the zero positions,
and V2 the vector formed by the difference between the function values that have to be equal,
then the fitness (F ) can be described by:
F = −
√
V †V
48
.
Where V is the concatenation of V1 and
V2
2
, and F is the negative of the normal euclidian
norm of the vector scaled so it has a minimum of −1.
To test this fitness a single run with the solver was done using the parameters in Table 7.1.
This run produced a valid circuit for the transformation, which is shown in Table 7.2.
The transformation shown in Table 7.3 does indeed provide a final state with the state of

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Table 7.3: Transformation matrix for Table 7.2
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 1 1 1 1 1 99 99 99 99 9999 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 8 8 8 8 8

Mask with no information transfer from
Alice to Bob after qubit 3 exchange. 1 1 1 1 1 99 99 99 99 9999 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99

Mask allowing information exchange be-
tween Alice and Bob even after qubit 3
exchange.
Table 7.4: Masks for regulating interaction with spatially separated qubits.
qubit 3 equal to the state of qubit 1 in the input register, but this is far from a teleportation
algorithm, as there is no limit on the interaction between the qubits. The next challenge comes
from the spacial separation of Alice and Bob, which is discussed in the next section.
7.3 Discussion on qubit interactions
For teleportation Bob never has access to qubit 1 directly and after qubit 3 has been passed
to Bob, Alice doesn’t have access to it for the rest of the operation. As shown in Figure 7.1
the creation of the EPR-pair, qubit 2 and qubit 3 takes place before Alice has access to the
message qubit 1. This effect is incorporated in the circuit model by means of a mask that is
placed over the circuit. This mask would mark off-limit interactions, by adding a taboo tax
to each circuit that has interaction in these positions, and thus decreasing the fitness of such
circuits to the point where they cannot compete with circuits that don’t have these disallowed
interactions. This is realized by introducing a net of the same dimension as the quantum
circuits’ matrix representation.
This net is applied to the circuit and when the gate value exceeds the net value for a specific
position, 2 is subtracted from the fitness. A single illegal gate would thus reduce the fitness
to below a fitness of −1, which is the lower limit for fitness values calculated by the normal
metric, and thus remove such circuits from competing in the population.
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Figure 7.2: Fitness results of 25 ensemble run using mask 1.
Two examples of such masks are shown in Table 7.4. The first mask corresponds to true
teleportation as Bob has no interaction with qubits 1 and 2, while Alice has no access to qubit
3. A number 1 in the mask allows only identity gates in that position, 8 allows all possible
single qubit gates, and 99 allows any gate in that position.
In the first mask the 1s corresponds to the period of creating the EPR-pair thus only qubit 2
and qubit 3 can be operated on for the first five gate steps. After this step qubit 3 is no longer
available for interaction so Bob can only operate any single qubit gates on it and Alice can
operate any gate on only qubit 1 and qubit 2.
An ensemble of 25 runs using the parameters of Table 7.1, with this mask applied as well, was
done. The results are shown in Figure 7.2, and as can be seen from the graph there is no
solution found in any of the runs. There isn’t any distribution in the best fitness values either.
This behavior, does suggest that there is no solution available to this problem (as would be
expected), but it doesn’t prove that no solution exists.
The second mask corresponds to the case where there can be interaction between Bob and
all the qubits in the register. This would be the case where Alice performs a measurement on
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Figure 7.3: Fitness results of 25 ensemble run using mask 2.
Maximum Population Size 200 Register Size 3 qubits
Number of Genes 32 Gene length 1 Gate
Fitness Goal 1 Maximum Generation 500
Elitism Percentage 10 % Mutation Rate 10%
Tournament size 10% of Max pop Number of Individuals in stasis 10
Generations to reintroduction auto Stagnation Factor 0.01
Table 7.5: Parameters for the Quantum teleportation experiment using the Yabuki
[61] and Brassard [11] approach
qubit 1 and qubit 2 and then transmits the results of the measurement to Bob. The results
summarized in Figure 7.3 show that in this case there are solutions to the problem. These
solutions however turn out to be the same circuit found in Table 7.2, which, although it is a
valid solution to the transformation, is not a valid solution to the teleportation problem.
7.3.1 Yabuki [61] and Brassard [11] approach
To simulate quantum teleportation it is necessary to break the process up into two parts. This
is what was attempted with the inclusion of the mask, but did not produce the desired result.
It is clear that another approach is needed. This approach will have to include a measurement
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M|00〉 =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M|01〉 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M|10〉 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M|11〉 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 7.6: Possible projection operators
step for which the original program was not designed. As the measurements involved in the
algorithm give a logical place to break the circuit, this requires that the program generate a
unitary transformation before the measurement as well as one after the measurement and then
progressively apply them in turn.
The transformations that Alice and Bob applies to the register is TA and TB respectively. After
Alice applies TA, she performs a measurement on qubit 1 and qubit 2 of the register and sends
the results of this measurement on to Bob. Bob then applies TB to the register made of qubit
3 and two ancillary qubits created using the classical information sent to him by Alice. For
example if Alice measured |↑〉, |↓〉, then Bob would use ancillary states |↑〉, |↓〉. TA is such that
it allows interaction between qubit 2 and qubit 3 for entangling purposes and then between
qubit 1 and qubit 2, but never all three at the same time as Alice never has access to qubit 1
and qubit 3 at the same time. As a further simplification that is in line with the work done by
both Yabuki [61] and Brassard [11], qubits 2 and 3 are only allowed to start in the |0〉 state.
We start again at Tg[|a〉⊗ |b〉⊗ |c〉] = |f(a, b, c)〉⊗ |a〉, but in this case Tg = TBMnTA, where
Mn is the projection operator simulating the measurement of the first 2 qubits. Depending on
the outcome of measurement there are four possible projection operators. These are shown
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 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 9999 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 7.7: Mask for Yabuki [61] and Brassard [11] approach run
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Figure 7.4: Fitness results of 25 ensemble run for Yabuki [61] and Brassard [11]
approach.
in Table 7.6. Every circuit would now have four transformations depending on the results of
the measurement. Using a density matrix representation allows us to combine all the possible
outcomes of measurement into a single representation. The gate set used by Yabuki [61] and
Brassard [11] also differs from the standard one discussed in Section 4.2, and was replaced by
the one shown in Table 7.8. This change would be needed to compare the circuits given in
Yabuki [61], with the ones produced by the program.
The fitness of the circuit would now be assessed using the reduced density matrix of the third
qubit in the output register, and comparing it to the density matrix of the input qubit 1.
This is done using the normal Frobenius norm, see Section 7.2. For each circuit five random
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I(1) =
[
1 0
0 1
]
S(2) =
[
i 0
0 1
]
T (3) =
[ −1 0
0 −i
]
L(4) = 1√
2
[
1 −1
1 1
]
R(5) = 1√
2
[
1 1
−1 1
]
H(6) = 1√
2
[
1 1
1 −1
]
P (7) =
[
1 0
0 e
ipi
4
]
Q(8) =
[
1 0
0 e
ipi
8
]
S†(9) =
[
1 0
0 −i
]
P †(10) =
[
1 0
0 e
−ipi
4
]
Q†(11) =
[
1 0
0 e
−ipi
8
]
CNOT12(12) =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 CNOT21(13) =

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

Table 7.8: Table of primitive gate set for Yabuki [61] and Brassard [11] approach
states for qubit 1 is generated, and then compared with the qubit 3 states after application of
all the possible measurements. The circuit fitness is given as the average fitness of all these
transformations. To differentiate circuits that work for all states from ones that work only for
certain choices, two is subtracted from the fitness when there is no working transformation,
and one when at least one of the tested input qubits was successfully teleported.
Using the parameter set given in Table 7.5, and the mask described in Table 7.7, an ensemble
of 25 runs were done with the results shown in Figure 7.4. For all the runs, circuits that
were very close to teleportation was produced, except for run 11, where a true teleportation
circuit was evolved. This circuit, together with the best from literature is shown in Table 7.9,
Table 7.10 and Table 7.11.
The circuits from Yabuki [61] and Brassard [11] both contain gates that act on non-adjacent
qubits 5. To make this compatible with the program, swap gates in the form of three CNOT
5Other examples of circuits that give the teleportation result is given on p.272 of Marinescu and Marinescu
[38], p. 201 of Williams and Clearwater [60].
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Gene
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 1 1 1 1 1 12 13 9 1 1 5 M 1 1 10 13 1 1
1 1 6 2 9 12 12 13 1 6 5 1 M 12 6 1 13 13 1
5 4 1 1 1 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 1 1 1 13 9
Table 7.9: Fittest quantum circuit evolved using the Yabuki [61] and Brassard [11]
approach.
Gene
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 1 12 4 M 5 1 1 13 1 1 1
4 12 12 1 M 1 12 13 13 13 12 12
1 12 1 1 1 12 13 1 13 12 12
Table 7.10: Best quantum teleportation circuit reported by Yabuki [61].
gates have to be included before and after each of these non-adjacent interacting gates, and
thus the structure differ from what was given in Yabuki [61]. Subsequently each of these
circuits was fed into the program as initial solutions and further evolved. The effect of this
evolution was to reduce the three gate CNOT structure to a two gate effective equivalent.
This is reflected in genes 6− 7 and 9− 10 in Table 7.10, and genes 6− 7, 9− 10, 12− 13 and
15 − 16 in Table 7.11. As these are long circuits we will forgo the writing out of gate names
and just give the encoding number for each gate. The symbol for a measurement is M .
The genetic code of the circuits shows that Yabuki [61]’s circuit is shorter (11 gates) and
simpler than that given by Brassard [11] (17 gates). Both of these are however still shorter
and less complex than the one that the solver program evolved (18 gates). Note that the
diagram for Brassard’s circuit is incorrect in Yabuki [61]. The second CNOT -gate should be
a CNOT13-gate, rather than the CNOT12-gate that was reported.
Gene
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 1 12 5 M 2 1 1 13 1 1 2 1 1 13 1 1
4 12 12 1 M 12 12 13 13 13 12 1 12 13 13 13 12
1 12 1 1 12 12 13 1 13 12 3 12 13 1 13 12
Table 7.11: Best quantum teleportation circuit reported by Brassard [11]
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7.4 Conclusion
Even though the results from the solver program isn’t as good as had been hoped, the principles
of its operation have been shown to be sound, even with the modification that was needed to
accommodate both measurement as well as the non-interaction constraints. With more time
and effort in code streamlining, or changing the coding language to a faster alternative like
C++, the speed of execution and thus the number of experiments in an ensemble could be
increased and thus improve the effectiveness of the solver program.
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CHAPTER 8
Summary and future work
8.1 Project analysis in terms of set goals
The first goal for the project was to write a program in Matlab so apply evolutionary algorithms
to the Travelling Salesman Problem. This goal was attained and is documented in in Chapter 3.
Apart from just evolving a solution to a chosen problem from this class, namely the TSP
of the 48 state capitals of continental USA, the influence of the various selection methods,
and the influence of elitism were tested. The most effective and efficient selection methods
were identified, and the impact of elitism on all of them was also investigated. Tournament
selection and Normal selection proved the most effective, although the difference between the
best seven methods were very slight. Elitism was shown to be advantageous to accuracy, but
not universally so for efficiency of the algorithm.
The next step was the programming of a similar solver program for the quantum circuit model.
This was done and successfully tested on evolving the identity transformation for a circuit.
This also afforded the opportunity to test the impact of some of method parameters on the
effectiveness of the program. Firstly we looked at the best selection method for this task,
which again was tournament selection. Secondly we looked at the population size of a single
generation and how that influences the solution time. A population size of 200 individuals gave
the fastest convergence for the algorithm. The influence of island models was also investigated
in the form of a stasis effect for the best individuals in a mature generation. This method was
highly effective, and was used in all subsequent runs.
Thirdly, after the correct functioning of the software had been established we proceeded to
apply the program to four circuits listed below, and to which evolutionary algorithms where
applied in the article by Ding et al. [16]:
• A circuit for maximally entangling two qubits
65
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• A controlled S-gate
• A circuit for maximally entangling three qubits
• A quantum Fourier transform gate for three qubits
For some of these circuits the definition of the gate set had to be adjusted, but after doing so
all the effective circuits where evolved, with the exception of the quantum Fourier transform for
three qubits. The speed of the solver was faster, with the exception of QFT, when compared
with the convergence rates reported in Ding et al. [16]. The QFT circuit showed that the
solver had problems evolving circuits that needed swap circuits. For evolutionary methods to
work, the influence gates have on the circuit have to be comparable. The results from these
runs point to the fact that swap circuits for qubits have a much greater influence than other
gates.
The last part was an investigation into optimization of the the circuit for quantum teleportation.
For comparison the work done by Yabuki [61] is used. The challenges here were to incorporate
a measurement process in the solver program, and to designate parts of the circuit that were
non-interacting, representing the physical proximity of qubits to the processing party. Firstly
the solver was run on a circuit that had no measurement, but where the qubits were spatially
separated. This run did not meet with any success. This was expected as a positive result here
would have meant that information could be transferred faster that the speed of light.
After incorporating measurement into the model, solutions to the problem were found. The
optimal solution found had 18 gates, in comparison to the original solution by Brassard [11]
with 17 gates, and the solution found by Yabuki [61] at 11 gates.
8.2 Future work
Although the solver program functioned effectively, it is clear that Matlab, however simple to
program, is not the optimal choice for large simulations. Any further research should be started
by rewriting the code in a faster language, preferably C++. Having an environment where
the individuals are treated as objects with properties, would be a much more natural way of
executing such and algorithm.
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Once such a program has been realized, I envision a situation where the parameters of the
algorithm will not be hard coded, but rather will also be properties of the individuals, and
that, with proper fitness and competition rules, will allow the makeup of a specific generation
to not only give information about the problem you are trying to solve, but also about which
parameters will solve such a problem the best. This would also allow an analysis of how diverse
the population is, how many individuals are siblings, and how this influences both take over
and premature stagnation.
It would also be interesting to investigate how the shape of the fitness space influences the
convergence. I would propose that the optimization is done in a large dimensional space with
a single peak value, and a random noise parameter that would introduce many new peaks, or
local optima, of values ranging from zero to the the value very close to the true optimal value.
Another parameter would be the number of such noise peaks distributed throughout the fitness
space.
On the quantum circuit side, comparing solutions to known problems using different gate
set would be interesting, also, finding a relation between the size of the gate set and the
convergence tempo. Using gate sets that are universal but not primitive, gives the simulator
more tools to solve the problems, but it also increases the size of the search space. The influence
of different gate sets are apparent in the differences between the results in Section 6.5.
Further research into the strange effect that the swap gates had on the convergence during
the investigation of the QFT in Chapter 6 is certainly a worthwhile endeavor. So would be
encoding the best known solution to the problems and letting them compete with the best
solution that were generated during this thesis, maybe a crossing between these solutions could
lead to even better solutions.
And finally, it is known that there is no bit-commitment protocol for a fair quantum coin toss
[36]. Investigating alternate methods of achieving the same ends using evolutionary algorithms
would be interesting.
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Ranking Selection Method Elitism Percentage
Difference
1 Normal Ranking Sampling 1% 0.61%
2 Normal Ranking Selection 1% 0.78%
3 Exponential Ranking Sampling 0% 0.93%
4 Tournament Selection 0% 0.99%
5 Sigma Scaling 1% 1.14%
6 Tournament Selection 1% 1.15%
7 Exponential Ranking Selection 1% 1.20%
8 Exponential Ranking Sampling 1% 2.29%
9 Linear Ranking Selection 1% 2.70%
10 Fitness Proportional Selection 1% 2.86%
11 Linear Ranking Sampling 1% 3.07%
12 Roulette Selection 1% 3.08%
13 SUS 1% 3.38%
14 Random Selection 1% 4.45%
15 Exponential Ranking Selection 0% 5.51%
16 Normal Ranking Selection 0% 6.06%
17 Normal Ranking Sampling 0% 6.37%
18 Sigma Scaling 0% 33.17%
19 Linear Ranking Sampling 0% 73.19%
20 Linear Ranking Selection 0% 73.95%
21 SUS 0% 111.18%
22 Fitness Proportional Selection 0% 116.75%
23 Roulette Selection 0% 140.90%
24 Random Selection 0% 204.08%
Table 4: Accuracy rankings for selection methods
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TSP
The traveling salesman problem, is a well know combinatorics problem, which entails
finding the shortest route for a salesman to do a sales tour visiting a number of cities
only once.
TSP-Lib
This is a library of problems with the current best solutions for a large number of TSP
problems.
ATT48
ATT48 is the designation in TSP-Lib for the TSP problem involving the state capitals
of the USA.
NP-complete
A classification in computational complexity theory, where the problems solutions can be
verified in polynomial time, but a polynomial time solution is not know.
GRASP
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures, is a type of meta-heuristic optimization
method.
ACO
Ant Colony Optimization is another type of meta-heuristic optimization method.
EA
Evolutionary Algorithm is also a type of meta-heuristic optimization method.
RSA-encryption
This is an algorithm for public-key cryptography that is effective because factoring large
integers is computationally very hard.
CNOT
Controlled Not operation. This is a two input operation that flips the value of the second
input, if the first input is true, otherwise it doesn’t change anything.
NMR
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance is a physical phenomenon in which magnetic nuclei in a
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magnetic field absorb and re-emit electromagnetic radiation. This effect is commonly
used in analysis, and more recently in construction of quantum computers.
ELE
An Extinction Level Event, is a catastrophic event in a biosphere that kills off most or
all life.
QFT
Quantum Fourier Transform is the quantum mechanical equivalent of the quick fourier
transform in and clasical electronic circuit.
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